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HEATlNG6 Manual Supplement 

W. C. Sailor end D. R. Olander 

August 1985 

Abstroct: HEATING6 is a computer cOOe which is useful for solving linear or non-linear I 

transient or steai,' state heat conduction and diffusion prob lems in up to 3 dimensions. I twas 

OOveloped at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and is based on the finite difference method. The user 

need be familiar with how to prepare an input file for the cOOe and how to give a set of commands 

to the computer (Berlceley campus' CMS system) to run the cOOe. Learning how to do this may 

be difficult because the HEATlNG6 manual supplied by Oak Ridge was written for their system 

and not ours, and is difficult to unoorstand arryway. The information in this oo::ument, which is 

meant to be used in conjunction with the manual, will be helpful t6 the beginner here at 

Berkeley. 



I Introduction 

HEATING6 Is an ORNl-developed COOe for numerical solutfon of multlregion, multidimensional, 

transient or steady state heat conduction (or diffusion) problems. Comparable partial 

differential equation solvers for single regions in a single spatial dimension are available at the 

computer center on campus in the NAG and IMSL libraries. HEATlNG6 is recommended 

principaJly for problems of 2 or 3 dimensions in £.ylindrical or cartesian coordinates, or for 

composite medium problems in any number of dimensions. 

The code solves the heat conduction equation: 

~Cp aT lot = Vo(kVT) + Q (1) 

where p, Cp, k and a are the density, specific heat at constant pressure, thermal conductivity, 

and volumetric heat generation rate, respectively. Temperature dependent properties are 

occepted. For application to diffusion problems, temperature is replocedby concentration, p 

and Cp are set to unity and k is reploced by the diffusion coefficient. Equation ( 1) then becomes 

Fick's second law. 

ac/at = Vo(OVc) + Q (2) 

The follOWing types of boundary conditions are occepted: 

1. Specified surface temperature (T s)' 

2. Specified surfoce heat f1ux (%). 

3. Convective-type: 
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The temperature T b in the above equations represents that of the sink to which the surface 

transfers heat Allowable spatial, temporal, and temperature-dependent parameters are listed 

in Table 1. 

Nondlmenslonallzlng the problem Is sometimes preferable sInce then the ma;;Jnltudes of the 

dimensions and parameters are more likely to be of order unity. It is recommended, however, 

that the dependent variable be scaled to the order of magnitude of hundreds, so the final printout 

wi II have greater than I or 2 signifigant digits. 

A variety of numerical techniques for solving transient problems are available in the cOOe. 

These include: 

- Crank-Nicholson impl1clt 

- classical implicit 

- mixtures of the above two methOOs 

- classical explicit 

- Levy's explicit 

The Crank.-Nicholson methoo is recommended. 

Examples of the multiregion geometries handled by the cOOe are part of the sample problems 

given in Appendix 1 of this ~ument 
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Tab 18 1. V8riab 18 properties Accepted by HEAT! NG6 

Function 
Property Position 

thermal conductivity no 

density no 

heat capacity no 

heat proouction yes 

initial temperature yes 

Boundary conditions 

forced convection yes 

free convectIon yes 

radiation yes 

free convection exponent yes 

sinK temperature ( T b) yes 

prescribed surface nux yes 

prescribed surface temperature yes 

resIstive contact between regions yes 

non- resistive 
contact between regions ns 

insulated na 

key: 

yes) through input cards (i.e. lines in the input file) 
na) not app I icab Ie 
*) through insertion of a subroutine 

+ See section III, card B 1 second entry. 
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Time 

* 

* 

* 
yes 

na 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

n8 

n8 

of 
Temperature 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

na 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

na 

yes 

yes 

ns 

ns 

... 

Type + 

2 

3 

n8 

na 



II Use of the COOe 

The HEATlNG6 cOOe is held in a directory on the campus CMS system. It is neither listed nor 

maintained by the Computer Center. The user should be familiar with the system (see "Getting 

Started with CMS", available at the Computer Center document room, 218 Evans), and should 

study the HEATINGG manual~. 

Steps in using the cOOe are as follows: 

1. Obtain a USERIO and a password by complet1ng the appropriate form and submitting It to the 

Computer Center lD:Ounting office, 239 Evans. 

2. To maKe HEATlNG6 available for your use type: "UNK FUELPR '92 295 RR". The system 

will asK for a password Type "OLANDER" , and then carriage return. Then type "ACCESS 295 

DU. You will then have iD:eSS to the HEATlNG6 program, material properties libraries, and 

sample problem input declcs (the latter are also in the appendix to this document). These will 

all be on your "0" disk in READ ONLY mOOs. If desired, you can copy any of these to your "A" 

diSK. 

3. Select a title for the problem you wish to solve (e. g. NAME). Type "XEDIT NAME INPUT" and 

type in the input information reQuired by HEATlNG6. This input is described in the following 

section and in Sect. F 1 0.5 of the manual. 

4. After creating the input file, type "H6FD6 NAME" , which sets the proper input-output 

routing for running the cOOe. Type "HEATlNG6" to run the code with the title NAME which is 

oofined by the input information you have alraOOy entered 

5. To view the output, type "BROWSE NAME OUTPUT". For a hard copy, type "PRINT NAME 

OUTPUT (CC" which will direct the output to the printers in the basement of Evans Hall. If it is 

OOsired to have the output be printed at Etcheverry, type "ROUTE PRINT ETCH '" prior to typing 

the above command. The print quality in Evans is better. 

* A free copy can be obtained by writing to the Radiation Shielding Information Center, oaK RiliJe 

National Laboratory, Box X, oaK RiliJe, TN 37830. 
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III. HEATING6 Input Description 

A thorough reoolng of sectIon F 1 0.5 of the HEATlNG6 manual Is required before one attempts to 

create an input file. The discussion here is intended to provide additional help to the beginner, 

and is based on the preparation of the input files for the sample problems in Appendix 1. 

An input file consists of one &OPTION card followed by a single input deck or a series of input 

reeKS (a single Hne of an input me wlll be referred to as a "card"; a camp lete set of input 

parameters as a "deck"). Unless otherwise stated, certain sections of an input deck may be 

omitted if they are not applicable (e. g. HEAT GENERATION). On any card, all trailing fields 

which are zero may be left blank. 

When several. cEcks are run tcgether in the same input file, this may or may not be a "restart" 

prob lem, where the final temperature distribution from one input deck is used as the initial 

temperature distribution for the next. This arrangement may be necessary when a problem 

parameter, such as the ~ of boundary condition, under~ a suttlen change with time. 

&OPTION CARD 

This card, the first to appear in the input file, is used to change various array dimensions, flags, 

and input/output unit numbers if different from their default values, which are listed in the 

manual on PiJJ8 F 1 0.5.5. All but the simplest problems will require changing some of these. 

For instance, if the final temperature is to be written out for later use by the program H6QUAD, 

the output unit ITPOUT must be given a value. It has also been found that MAXPTS often must be 

increased over the default, especially in 3 dimensional problems. If all the default values are 

used unchonged, the &OPTION card must appear anyway. Only one &OPTION card should be used 
, 

for eoch input file, regardless of the number of decks. 

CARD 1 

The first card in (Nery deck is the title card, which cannot be omitted. Use this card for 

meaningful Identification; 00 not leave it blanK. 
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CARD 2 

1. Maximum CPU time. Start with a small value (20 sec) untll the problem runs well. 

2. Geometry type. This integer determines the coordinate system and the number of dimensions. 

For example, for three dimensional cartesian system use 6. 

3. Problem type. Integer cBtermines whether problem is steady state, tranSient, or 

combination thereof. For transient only use -1. 

4. Initial time. This is used by the program in problems which contain explicit time-dependent 
functions. For most single-part problems set to zero. In the second and subsequent deck.s in 

restart problems, it is ignored. 

5. Final time. Specifioo end of problem, or in the case of a restart, the time when the current 

deck ends its applicablltty. 

6. Time increment. Set to zero when using the recommencBd impliCit method. 

7. Levy's explicit method. Set to zero. 

8. Temperature units. Set to zero unless rooiation boundary conditions are involved. 

9. Continuation. Set to zero for all single part problems and In the fIrst deck in a restart 
problem. For the second and subsequent decks in a restart problem, use 4. 

10. MeltIng ratiO map. Set to zero. Not used unless you have a thermal problem where melting 

occurs. 
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CARD 3 

1. Graphical output. Set to zero. Not compatible with the Berkeley system. 

2. P lot frequency. Ditto. 

3. Special nroe monitor. Usually zero unless temperatures at certain critical locations need to 

be monitored more frequently than at the full-map output Umes. 

4. Initial temperature. This is zero except for unusual problems in which a starting 

temperature distribution needs to be read from a disk. 

5. final temperature. Normally set to zero unless the final temperature is to be used for some 

further manipulation by another pr~am such as H6QUAD. In that case set to 1, and be sure to 

specify a output unit number for I TPOUT on the &OPTION card. 

6. Output map. Set to zero for 1 and 2 dimensional problems. For 3 dimensions, this integer 

ootermines plane chosen for printout of temperatures. 

7. Transient output. Determines whether output is at equal intervals or at user-specified times 

between the initial and final times. 

8. Problem status for remote users. Set to zero. 

9. Output of selected information. Gives voluminous output, and is not recommended. Set to 

zero. 
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REGIONS 

o\RDS Rl 

a Region number. An integer which defines the region. One pair of cards (R I and R2) are 

needed for eoch distinct region into which the geometry is subdivided. 

b. Material. Integer which specifies the material in this region. A particular material may be 

used in more than I region. 

c. Dimensions. The lower and upper values of the dimensions of the region in order (six entries 

in all). In problems where a given dimension 00es not apply the corresponding two numbers 

must be zero. for instance, in R-Z geometry the third and fourth numbers must be zero in 

order to properly occount for the unused 8 dimension. 

In three dimensional cylindrical problems, where the 8 dimension spans 2n, the third and 

fourth entries are 0 and 6.2832, respectively. HEAT/NG6 00es not allow heat transfer between 

the upper and lower 8 boundaries (see paragraph 2 on page F 1 0.3.5). The problem must be set 

up talcing this into consideratfon. 

o\RDS R2 

a. Initial temperature. Integer speciefies the initial temperature function for this region. If 

the Initial temperature Is zero, enter zero. 

b. He6t generotion. Integer specifies the heet generotion function for this region. If none, enter 

zero. 

c. Boundary conditions. These six integers give the identification numbers of the boundary 

conditions corresponding to the six boundaries of the region (one for each of the six entries on 

card R 1 • number 3, above). For the unused dimension( s) in 1- and 2- dimensional cases the 

entry here is zero. The entry is zero for an insulated boundary or a perfect region-to-region 

contoct. 
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MATERIALS 

There are two W(f{S to supply materIals properties to HEATlNG6. The standard w(f{ Is to provide 

the properties on cards, and if there is any temperature dependence, to provide tabulated or 

analytical functions. The other W(f{ is to use a materials property library. When doing thermal 

problems using standard materials (there are thousands to choose from in the libraries), the 

latter W(f{ is preferab Ie. When doing diffusion problems, problems which have been 

non-dlmensional1zed, or problems with non-standard materials, the former is necessary. The 

use of both is discussed here. 

Standard ff1£1ll 

CAROM 

a Material number. Identifies the material. 

b. Material name. Alphanumeric string laben ing the material. 

c. Constant properites. The next three real numbers provide the constant properties for the 

materials (1. e. density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity). For diffusion problems the 

first two are set to unity and the diffusion constant is substituted in place of the thermal 

conductivity. 

d. Temperature dependent properties. The next three Int~rs define the analytiC or tabulated 

functions which describe the temperature-dependent materials properties. For constant 

properties, enter zero. 

e. Phase change. For no phase change, enter zero. 

CARD PC - Not needed unless melting is involved. 

tlateritJls PrQllerty L jbCBCV f1lc.ro 

The names of the files which contain the material properties libraries in the COS (Calories, 

Celsius), MKS (Joules, Celsius), and MKS (Joules, Kelvin) systems of units are CGSCC, MKSJC 
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and MKSJK, respectively. The filetype for all three is MliBR. The index to the libraries is in 

INDEX MliBR. 

A library is chosen by specifying on the &OPTION card a logical unit number for the variable 

IMATLIB. A recommenOOd number is IMATLlB=8. Before the execution of HEATlN66, the CMS 

command "FILEDEF 8 DISK cescc MlIBR A (PERM" is typed, in oroor to use the library in cas 
units, for instance. The MATERIALS PROPERTIES card preparation is described below. 

CAROM 

a. Material Number. Same as In standard form. 

b. Material Name. This is a four digit number predeeded by an asterisk (*). The appropriate 

name for each material is ootermined by viewing the file INDEX MLIBR. It is recommended to get 

a hard copy of this index, by typing the CMS command PRINT INDEX MlIBR (ce. 

c - h. Data unit conversion control. It is recommenOOd to work the problem in units compatable 

with the Ii brar ies. I n th is case, set to zero. 

i. Phase change flag. For no phase change, leave blank. 
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CARD I - INITIAl TEMPERATURES 

1. Initial temperature function number. Integer ident1f1es the initial temperature function. 

There is 1 card for each function. 

2. Constant part of the in1t1al temperature function. If initial temperature is constant, this 

parameter is that temperature. If not, this parameter may be set to a temperature which scales 

the initial temperature distribution. 

3 - 5. Functions for spatial dependence of initial temperature. Appropriate integers select the 

analytical or tabular function for each spacial dimension. Set to zero for no spatial dependence. 

CARD (} - HEAT (}ENERATION 

1. Heat generation function number. Integer identifies the function. There is 1 card for each 

function. 

2. Constant part of heat generation function. If heat generation is constant, this parameter is 

that rate. If not, this parameter may be set to a rate which is scales the distribution. 

3. Time function number. If heat generation varies with time, this selects the analytical or 

tabular function which gives the time variation. 

4 - 7. Spattal variatton functton numbers. Most problems won't have variation within a region. 

Set to zero. 
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Eoch region which has a boundary condition (other than insulated or reglon-to-region contact) 

must have a boundary condition identification number assigned to it. The assignment is made on 

card R2. The boundary condition data b lock contains two cards for eoch boundary condition 

(assuming a simple problem). The first number on the first card of eoch pair is the 

identification number which matches the assignment made on card R2. 

CARD B 1 

a. Boundary condition ioontlfication number. An integer. 

b. Boundary condition type number. The type number for eoch boundary condition is given in 

Table 1 of this ct£ument. Numbers 1 and 2 are the most commonly used. Type 3 is used only in 

special cases when there is, for instance, a specified heat transfer coefficient between two 

regions in contoct. A perfect region-to-region contact 00es not require the assignment of a 

boundary condition on card R2, and therefore the Bland 62 cards are irrelevant. The same is 

true of an insulated boundary. 

c. Boundary temperature. For type 1 , this is the sink temperature; for type 2, the prescribed 

surfoce temperature. 

d. Time variation in boundary temperature. For non-time varying temperature, set to zero. 

e. Position variation in boundary temperature. For most problems set to zero. 

CARD B2 

Numerical values of heat transfer coefficients are assigned with this card. for any 

non-applicable coeffiCients, enter zero. A B2 card must be included after every B 1 card 

CARDS 83-84 

These are used when time or temperature oopendent heat transfer coefficients are involved. 

otherwise, they are left out. 
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XGRID (or YGRID or ZGRID) 

CARD 11 (or l2 or l3) 

These are the locations of the gross grid lines. There must be one at ~ery boundary and at ~ery 

region-to-region interface. Further lines may be ~ when it is desired to have the spacing of 

fine grid lines vary within a region. 

CARD N I (or N2 or N3) 

Determines loactions of fine grid lines within the gross grid lines. The number of fine grid lines 

is I less than the number entered here. That is, if between two gross grid lines,S fine lines are 

desired, a 6 is entered here. Fine grid lines are ~enly spaced within two gross grid lines. 

ANALYTICAl FUNCTIONS 

The HEATING6 program has a built-in function with II undetermined coefficients. Each pair of 

cards (A I andA2) allows the assignment of coeffiCients and the assignment of a uniQue function 

number. The function (which is given on page F 1 0.3.S of the manual) is 

F(v) =Al + A2v + A3v"L + A4cos(ASv) + A6exp(A7v) + Aesin(Ag;) + AlOln(All v). 

The following will serve as an example of how a function would be used. If the time-dependent 

heat generation rate is Q= I 00.0 + 200.0t then an integer, SHy 1, is entered into the third entry 

of card G. Then for the analytical function number 1 the first and second coefficients are 100.0 

and 200.0, respectively, prov1red that 1.0 1s given for the second entry on card G. The 

remaining coefficients are zero. 

TABULAR FUNCTIONS 

The prtx]ram allows the entering of data In sets of ordered pairs for the purpose of creating a 

tabular function. There are two cards (T 1 and T2) per tabular function. Functions of this type 

are given positive integer identifiers, in the same WfJol as analytical functions. However, when a 

tabular function Is referred to by another card In the 00:1<, the neootjye of the integer is used. 

For example, if the time dependent heat IJlneration rate is given by tabular function number 1, 

what would (Jl into the third entry of card Gis "-'''. 
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PRINTOUT TIMES - CARD 0 

Contains the desired times for printing out the 2-D map of the temperatures. 

NODES MONITORED - CARD S 

can be omitted in most problems. 

TRANSIENT PARAMETERS 

CARD IP 

Leave this card blank. The recommended Crank-Nicholson methoo w111 then be used. This card 

and the next must be the last two cards in the deck (execpt for the term ination card). 

CARD TP 

a. The initial time step. Choose 1/500 of the nnel time for a first trial. There usually will be 

a need to determine the sensivity of the solution to this parameter, so some experimentation will 

be necessary. 

b - g. Allows variation in time step during problem. Beginners should leave these entries 

blank. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The HEATlN66 manual contains two sample problems in Section F lO.C.l. However. these 

examp les are quite comp lex. so this appendix was prepared to demonstrate the use of the code for 

more straightforward situations. 

Problem 1 illustrates a simple transient calculation with prior non-dimensionalization. The 

ffnal temperature Is stored for further manipulat10ns by the pNXJram H6QUAD. The use of this 
/ 

program is demonstrated in Appendix 2. 

Problem 2 is a restart problem. where there Is a step change in the boundary condition partway 

through the problem. 

Problem 3 is a problem in which the heat generation is a tabulated function of temperature. and 

the initial temperature is an analytical function of position. Also a material property library is 

used . 
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PROBLEM NO.1. DIFFUSION IN AN ANNULAR DISK 

WITH ALL SURFACES AT ZERO CONCENTRATION 

0.5 
""'-t--. -

- -1..0<11 
- - 0.1 

Ie: c = 100 at t = 0 

Be: c = 0 all surfaces 
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FILE: PROB1 INPUT D VM/SP CMS RELEASE 3.1, CFO - U.C. BERKELEY 

&OPTION MAXPTS=90,ITPOUT=l,&ENO 
PROBLEM #1 -- DIFFUSION FROM AN ANNULAR DISK (NON-DIMENSIONAL) 
20 3 -1 0 0.001 
o 0 0 0 1 
REGIONS 
1 1 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
10110011 
MATERIALS 
1 UNITY 1.0 1.0 1.0 
INITIAL TEMPERATURES 
1 100.0 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
1 2 0.0 

XGRID 
0.5 1.0 
8 
ZGRID 
0.0 0.1 
8 
PRINTOUT TIMES 
0.0003 0.0006 
TRANSIENT PARAMETERS 

0.00005 

-." 
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PROBLEM NO.2. SOLID DISK t-JITH FLUX FROM 

A SPOT ON ONE FACE TO A MEDIUM OF 

CONCENTRATION cb 

First Case - Central Spot (Axial Symmetry) 

Icc = 1 00 at t = 0 

Bc all surfaces insulated exceot for 0 < r < 0.5 at z = 0 - '- -

where 

(~~) = h [c(r,O) - cb] 
\ z=O 

h = 1.0 c = 90 
b 

Integrate to t = 1 . 
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PROBLEM No.2 

Restart - roove spot off center at t = 1 

~~ = 'ic (3-D Laplacian) 

Ic c = c(r,z,l) from first case -

Bc all surfaces adiabatic 

except zone 0 ~ e ~ 60°, } 

0.2 < r < 0.8 

Where(~C) . = h [c(r,e,o) c. b] 
z/z=O 

h, cb same as before 

So 1 ve fa r : c (r, z ,e , t ) fa r 1 < t < 2 
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FILE: PROS 2 INPUT o VM/SP eMS RELEASE 3.1, CFO - U.C. BERKELEY 

&OPTION MAXPTS=900,&ENO 
PRQBLEM H2 -- ASYMMETRIC RESTART (PART I) 
100 1 -1 0 1.0 
000001 
REGIONS 
1 1 0.5 1.0 0.0 6.283185308 
1 
2 1 0.0 0.5 0.0 6.283185308 
1 0 000 0 1 
MATERIALS 
1 UNITY 1.0 1.0 1.0 
INIT IAL TEMPERA TURES 
1 100.0 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
1 1 90.0 
1.0 
XGRIO 
0.0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 
3 3 3 3 
YGRIO 
0.0 1.041 6.283185308 
1 5 
ZGRIO 
0.0 0.1 
6 
PRINTOUT TIMES 
0.02 0.50 
TRANSIENT PARAMETERS 

0.005 
~ 

0.0 0.1 

0.0 0.1 

PROBLEM #2 -- ASYMMETRIC RESTART (PART 2) 
100 1 -1 0 2.0 0 a 0 ~ 

000001 
REGIONS 
1 1 0.0 0.2 0.0 6.283185308 0.0 0.1 
1 
2 1 0.2 0.8 0.0 1.041 0.0 0.1 
10000010 
3 1 0.2 0.8 1.041 6.28318530B 0.0 0.1 
1 
4 1 0.8 1.0 0.0 6.283185308 0.0 0.1 
1 
MATERIALS 
1 UNITY 1.0 1.0 1.0 
INITIAL TEMPERATURES 
1 100.0 
BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
1 1 90.0 
1.0 
XGRID 
0.0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 
3 3 3 3 
YGRID 
0.0 1.041 6.283185308 21 
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FILE: PROB2 

1 5 
lGRID 
0.0 0.1 
6 
PRINTOUT TIMES 
1.5 

INPUT 

TRANSIENT PARAMETERS 

0.005 
r. 

D VM/SP CMS RELEASE 3.1, CFO - U.C. BERKELEY 
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PROBLEM NO.3 

Material: Slab of 404 stainless steel 

Initial temperature: specified (analytical) 

Heat generation: specified (tabular) 

C aT_ a (kaT)+Q 
P p at - ax ax 

IC: T = 100 [1 + 0.8 exp (O.lx)] 

BC: x = 0 insulated 

x = 3.0 T = 300 
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&OPTION IMATLB=8.&ENO 
PROBLEM #3 -- SLAB OF 404 STAINLESS STEEL 

20 9 -1 a 1.0 

!<'EGIONS 
1 1 0.0 3.0 
1 1 a 1 
P'.ATERlALS 
1 *3141 
INITIAL TEMPERATURES 
1 100.0 1 
HEAT GENERATIONS 
1 1.0 0 -1 
BOUNDARY CCNOITIONS 
1 2 300.0 

XGRIO 
0.0 3.0 
20 
ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS 
1 3 
1 1.0 b 0.8 1 0.1 
TABULAR FUNCTIONS 
1 5 
100.0 0.94 150.0 1.0 200.0 1.6 350.0 2.6 450.0 2.1 
PRINTOUT TIMES 
0.10 0.50 
TRANSIENT PARAMETERS 

0.005 
~ 
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APPENDIX 2 -- The Use of H6gUAD 

H6QUAD is a pr(WJram which will give the average temperature over a sjngle regjon and also the 

temperature gradients over the surfaces of the region. The program uses the final temperature 

output from HEATING6 as an input file. An "instruction file" must also be created before using 

H6QUAD. The use of this program is outlined below: 

1. Run the HEATlN66 pr(WJram using the final temperature output option (a "I" in the fifth 

entry of card 3, and I TPOUT = 1 in the &OPTION card). 

2. Type "XEDIT NAME INST" where NAME is the filename of the input file from step 1. Enter the 

required data into this instruction file, according to the outline below. 

3. Type "H6QUAD NAME" to run the pr(YJJ'8ffi. 

4. Type "BROWSE NAME QUADOUT" to look at the output. For a hard copy type "PRINT NAME 

QUADOUT (CC". 

The instruction me is formatted. in the FORTRAN sense. This means that the data must go into 

the correct columns of the file. E~ card in the file and its format is given below. 

1. geometry type (same as entry 2, card 1 on HEAT I N06input(Eck) (8x,i2) 

2. number of gross grid lines in first dimension (7x,i3) 

3. locations of gross grid lines in first dimension ( 70 1 0.4) 

4. numbers of fine divisions between gross grid lines in first dimension (7( 7x,i3» 

5. -7. same as cards 2. -4., but for the second dimension 

8. -10. same as cards 2. -4., but for the third dimension 
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The locations of the gross grid lines and the number of fine divisions between each pair of gross 

grid lines should correspond exactly to the data entered in the XGRIO, YGRIO and ZGRIO data 

blocks in the HEATING6 input me. except that this is a formatted input here. 

The definitions of which are the first, second and third dimensions should be made clear. For 

X-Y-Z geometry, there wm be no confusion. However, for R-Z geometry, the first and second 

dimension are R and Z, respectively, and there is llQ third dimension. Therefore cards 8 thru 10 

would be left off the instruct10n file. Th1s is a d1fferent protocol than for HEATING6. 

An example of an instruction file is given below, corresponding to Problem 1 from Appendix 1. 

Column 10 

2 
(1. '5 1.(1 

8 
2 
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